Abstract-This paper is devoted to the study of the Time to Line Crossing (TLC) as a driver risk indicator. By definition, TLC is the time required for the vehicle, following its trajectory, to cross the lane. This definition has been adapted to fit vehicle sensors capacity, by simplifying the road description or (and) the vehicle trajectory. In this paper, by using a RTK 1 GPS and an accurate map, we analyzed in detail on different scenarios these calculation aiming to validate them.
I. INTRODUCTION
Road departure represents a large part of car accidents. Accident analysis published in [1] and studied by the French road administration for year 2003 shows that a large part of road fatalities (approximately 30%) is a result of this kind of accident. Moreover, the mortality of these fatalities is two time higher than other ones.
The development of lane keeping devices is a widespread research area since the last years. In [5] , [8] , different driver assistances were proposed. They vary from simple warning systems to active limiting and correcting driver trajectory systems. The goal is the avoidance of large lateral excursions. Often, theses systems seem, from a driver's point of view, intrusive: they warn him excessively. The main problem is to find a driving risk indicator which can be used to engage the assistances. This indicator has to approach the driver behavior and shall, integrating his correction, not to warn him when he is already correcting his maneuver.
Studies have shown that the Time to Line Crossing (TLC) is a good risk indicator for the lane departure problem [2] . The TLC is defined as the time remaining for the vehicle to cross the road edge, following its trajectory. This indicator presents nice aspects. On slow lane departure, i.e. driver drowsiness, TLC decreases slowly. If the driver loses the vehicle control, the TLC drops indicating a fast lane departure. Finally, if the driver corrects his trajectory, the TLC presents a local minimum.
However TLC computation is time consuming and requires accurate road information. Given these two limitations, approximations have been done both on the road description and on the vehicle trajectory. These approximations
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Sebastien Glaser will be presented in the section II. Section III is devoted to the description of the experimental test and scenario. As we focus on the validation of a TLC definition, the experimental test uses a RTK-GPS and an accurate map matching to be independent of noisy sensors. In section IV, data are compared in order to validate the TLC definition.
II. TLC HYPOTHESIS
We consider here that the vehicle is represented by its center of gravity (CG), neglecting the translation from the CG to the front tire, either left or right.
The first step to compute TLC is to obtain the DLC, namely the Distance to Line Crossing. We then divide it by the vehicle speed, denoted by v [3] .
For instance, the computation of the TLC (or DLC) on a curve, with a zero steering angle, for a departure on the left side, is a root of the following equation [4] :
where R r is the radius of the road, y the lateral distance from the CG to the left border and ψ the relative yaw angle (see figure 1) . The DLC is then given by:
In [4] , most of the geometric TLC computations are developed. But these computations may not be fit for a real road. Without considerations on the method used to compute the DLC, we need two different information to compute it:
• The knowledge of the vehicle trajectory, • The position of the vehicle with respect to the road So, there are two classes of hypothesis which could be made on DLC computation. The first class concerns the trajectory description, the second class concerns the road. These two classes are described in the following section. 
A. Vehicle trajectory hypothesis
To estimate the predicted the vehicle trajectory, many sensors are available. Speed and yaw rate are normally available on modern cars. The odometer gives vehicle longitudinal speed. The electronic stability program (ESP), installed on modern cars, needs information such as yaw rate, and driver steering angle. It integrates also an accelerometer. A steering angle encoder is used to measure the driver steering angle.
Thus, the vehicle trajectory curvature 2 can be easily computed, assuming a constant speed, with different methods and sensors. It can then be computed by:
• using a lateral positioned accelerometer, • using directly the yaw rate, from an IMU 3 ,
• using steering angle and vehicle geometry, in order to compute the trajectory. However all these data show larger noise than GPS reconstruction. This sensor will also be used here to compute the vehicle trajectory and to predict the future path of the vehicle.
Two hypothesis can be made to compute the vehicle predicted trajectory:
• the prediction of the trajectory is done for a zero steering angle, the vehicle trajectory being a straight line. In this case, only lateral displacement and relative yaw angle are needed to compute the predicted position of the vehicle on the road.
• the vehicle trajectory is approximated by a circle.
Besides the previous data, the radius of the circle is needed in this case. This last variable is obtained by computation from the GPS previous position. Beyond the hypothesis, these two options can be translated in terms of human factors. In fact, the difference between the two approaches is the integration of the driver response: when we use the trajectory curvature in the computation, we integrate the driver "reaction" on the steering wheel. This means that, even if the lateral displacement and speed are large, the TLC can be in the acceptable range if the driver has already turned the steering wheel in the right direction to come back to the center of the lane.
B. Road description hypothesis
Whereas sensors to analyze vehicle trajectory and state are numerous, sensing the road and obtaining lane markers position is more difficult. Existing systems using lateral video cameras output vehicle lateral displacement and road relative yaw angle with high accuracy [7] . These systems can give knowledge of the road around the vehicle, but not on the incoming road. Systems using frontal video cameras give knowledge of the lane borders from the vehicle to a fixed distance. But current systems are reliable only at short range [6] , i.e. from 5 up to 40 meters. For speed of 30m/s, and a real TLC of 2or 3 seconds, the computed TLC can quickly become inaccurate.
Other systems can give lane border positions or definitions (through an equation representing the position of the lane 2 we assume here that the vehicle trajectory is of a circular form 3 Inertial Measurement Unit Real Road markers) such as a digital accurate map of the road or a cooperative system that give the road definition on a local black spot. A digital accurate map of the lane border is not realistic for two reasons. First, from on a technological point of view, the amount of data would be too large and its onboard update hard to achieve. Next, the recording of accurate positions of the lane borders would be too expensive for road managers or map makers. The second option seems more realistic: on special road black spot, a cooperative system transmits required data to the vehicle. So, on-board systems will have an accurate and up to date definition of the road on this section.
Given these two definitions of the lane position knowledge, we make the following hypothesis on the knowledge of the road:
• The road lane is approximated by its tangent at the position of the vehicle, • The real road profile is used to compute its intersection with the vehicle predicted trajectory. As for the vehicle trajectory, the road knowledge can be linked with human factors. Using the real road means the driver takes it into account on his actual positioning on the road and on his actions on steering wheel and brake/accelerator. Table I summarizes the different approximations done on the TLC computation.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TEST
This part is devoted to the definition of the experimental test to validate and compare the different TLC. We present in the first subsection the sensors used for the TLC computation. We explain then the basic scenarios used for the validation of the TLC.
A. GPS and map
The maps, used for the experimental part, contain the position of the road edges and the center of the road. Positions are given with a longitudinal step of fifty centimeter and the accuracy is about one centimeter. In order to localize the vehicle on the map, a RTK GPS is used. The acquisition sampling frequency of the vehicle position is 20Hz and the accuracy is one centimeter. Accuracy of the vehicle localization on the map using the RTK GPS has been validated. This GPS was installed in a vehicle driving at about 50km/h. The RTK GPS and the map have been used to compute lateral displacement of the vehicle with respect to the center of the road. In order to validate this measure, the lateral displacement was also computed using an external measure. This one was obtained by on experimental process that consisted of covering a part of the lane with sand and observing the marks that the vehicle left on this sand. Table II summarizes ten measures of lateral displacement using the two methods. All measures are given in centimeters, the difference between the two methods being rather small, with a mean of 0.43 centimeters. The centimeter accuracy of the GPS and map system is then validated.
We observed that the GPS centimeter mode is available on a large part of the test track ( figures 2.(a) ). This figure shows us the track geometric and non centimetric GPS mode. vehicle localization. Using a sliding mean with a window of ten values, vehicle lateral displacement, relative yaw angle and speed were computed and have shown to be relatively smooth. The vehicle yaw rate requires more difference between successive vehicle position and, so, is more subject to noise. The mean window must be larger for this case. The delay, induced by the mean, is small enough, even in this case.
B. Scenario
The tested scenarios represent common driving situations, with respect to lane departure problems. To validate the TLC approach, in the first scenario, the driver is asked to drive normally, following the center of the road. In this scenario, the TLC is expected to have normal values, with small variations. Two driver style were chosen for this scenario: low and high speed.
In the following scenario, we wanted to test the reaction of the TLC, with respect to a driver correction during a slowly lane departure departure situation. So, the vehicle goes slowly near the road mark, and the driver has to correct this situation.
Finally, in the last scenario, the driver must cross the lane.
IV. RESULTS
Before analyzing the scenario data, we will make some remarks on the TLC computations.
A. General remarks on TLC

Figures 4 and 5 show the different TLC computations:
• In (a), the TLC is computed considering straight road approximation and straight vehicle trajectory (denoted LD/LD in future plots), • In (b), the TLC is computed considering straight road approximation and curvature of the vehicle trajectory (denoted LD/Ce), • In (c), the TLC is computed considering real road profile and straight vehicle trajectory (denoted RR/LD), • In (d), the TLC is computed considering real road profile and curvature of the vehicle trajectory (denoted RR/Ce), TLC are computed here on two driving situations. The first one represents a long straight line followed by a curve. In this case, the TLC variation with respect to the different approximations on the road is small. The consideration or not of the trajectory curvature is the element that influence the most the TLC value in this case. On a straight line, although, drivers usually induce small oscillations in their trajectories around the center of the road, their accuracy, in terms of road relative yaw angle is high. So, the use of only lateral displacement and road relative yaw angle in the TLC computation leads to large TLC values. But if we take into account the curvature of the trajectory, induced by the small oscillations, the TLC values drop.
The second set of figures (figure 5) shows the applied TLC computation on a curve. Consideration of the road in this case is very significant and leads to large variation in the TLC value. As driver in this test does not take a risk, TLC values have to be large. But, the TLC computation using real road and vehicle straight trajectory ( figure 5.(c) ) is small.
B. Scenarios analysis 1) Normal driving condition:
The first scenario is relative to a normal driving situation. Driver is asked to follow the center of the road, with an average speed of 50km/h.
Two relevant situations are plotted in figure 6 . A long straight line, ending with a curve is shown on figure 6.(a) . Figure 6.(b) represents the values of the TLC on a curve. A first remark is that the values of the TLC are not small, as the driver, in this test, does not take risk. On these two plots, the TLC computed using the approximation of straight road may lead to large values and large variations of TLC. In fact, the driver follows the center of the road. So, his relative yaw angle was small. As these approximations of the TLC are strongly dependent on this angle, a small variation of this Fig. 7 . TLC variation during a high speed driving situation on a straight line variable has a large impact. On the other hand, information given using real road profile is reliable. On the straight line, the vehicle speed is approximatively constant. So, his distance to line crossing decreases with a constant speed. In the time versus time representation of figure 6 .(a), the slope of the TLC for these two approximations is near 1. In figure 7 , the vehicle speed is higher (about 30m/s), and the driver was asked to follow the center of the road as above. The results are the same, excepting the TLC values that drop below 1s at the end of the straight line, given the high speed. As a result of this small TLC value, in order to go safely through the following curve, the driver has to brake strongly.
2) Slow road departure and driver correction: In the following scenario, the driver goes near the lane marks but do not cross them. Figures 8 and 9 show the vehicle trajectory and the related TLC. In both figured, the driver has performed a correction after a slow lane departure, which is a large cause of lane departures.
With respect to the figure 8, all TLC computations show good response to this problem. Values of different computations are similar: in this case, both road profile and vehicle trajectory are about a straight line before the driver correction. Moreover, the DLC is small. So, the different approximations on the vehicle trajectory and on the road profile lead to similar results. Using the curvature of the trajectory, the reaction of the risk indicator as a consequence of the driver correction (the increase in TLC) is faster of 0.3s than with the straight trajectory approximation.
In figure 9 , excepting the TLC computed with straight road and straight trajectory approximation, all computations show a risky situation, with small TLC values (below 2s and even 1s). If we do not take into account the curvature of the trajectory in the TLC computation, we can see that the TLC does not show quite well the vehicle movement approaching the road marks. Moreover, the computation using real road profile and straight driver trajectory, shows false variations: just before T = 56s, the driver corrects his trajectory and moves away from the road mark, but the TLC value does not stop decreasing.
3) Road departure: In this last scenario, the driver runs off the road. This road departure case simulates the loss of control, for instance on icy road. Figure 10 shows the vehicle trajectory and the TLC values. All TLC computations drop to zero when the vehicle crosses the road mark. Since the vehicle speed is constant, the slope of the TLC is near 1. The computation, using the vehicle trajectory curvature and the real road, shows a one second step 2s before the lane departure. This step results of a driver correction. The TLC computations using both straight line approximations, show bad results as the TLC values, 2s before the lane crossing are very high and not representative of the real risk.
V. CONCLUSION
The main topic of this paper was the comparison of different TLC computations in the context of its use as a driver risk indicator.
In order to see if the TLC is a good indicator, and especially which definition of the TLC could be the best, an experimental test has been carried out. To prevent any problem concerning sensors (noise, accuracy of detection...) a centimeter accurate GPS and an accurate map have been used to acquire vehicle trajectory in order to compute TLC. Driver has been asked to follow scenarios representing common driving situations: following on the center of the road, slow road departure, fast road departure. Different approximations have been made in the TLC computation. The first set of approximations concerns the road profile to match the sensors capacity. The second concerns the vehicle trajectory and is related to the integration of the driver correction. Experimental validation has not clearly highlighted one TLC computation as the best, but has allowed us to draw aside the straight road approximation. In fact, this approximation brings a too large variation in the TLC value and gives us TLC which are not representative of the situation. This approximation has been considered to take into account sensors capacity: as a matter of fact, it is easier to obtain the road profile at the location of the vehicle rather than in front of the vehicle. Using the real road profile, the approximation on vehicle trajectory leads to different results. With a straight vehicle trajectory, the TLC plot is smooth and presents good characteristics, but, compared to the trajectory with curvature, the reaction to driver correction is delayed.
Applications of such criteria are numerous. As the TLC and its variation match and forecast a real driver comportment, one could imagine to use it as a trigger to engage assistance, or warning. These TLC-based assistances would be more likely to be accepted by drivers as they have the same reference.
This study represents a first step in the use of TLC as a driver risk indicator. We have carried it out using a RTK GPS and an accurate map. In order to be largely used, the TLC implementation must require more common sensors, as camera-based lane detection or cooperative systems.
